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Clean Water Filtration Lab 

Objective: Today you will be conducting an experiment to help you understand how water pollution 

impacts the environment, organisms access to clean water, and how this endangers their ability to 

survive.   

Goal:  Your goal is to create a water filtration system that cleans your polluted water the best.  The 

group with the cleanest water wins a prize!  The instructor will be the judge of the cleanest water. 

Define/Answer the following: 

Water borne diseases/illnesses -          

              

Sanitation -             

              

What causes unsafe water?            

What are unsafe diseases and what affects do they have on organisms?     

              

Water Filtration Materials:     - Cotton balls    - Sand     - Paper towels     - Small rocks     - Coffee filters    

- water bottles      - scissors     - clear plastic cups 

Pollution Materials:   - Dirt     - Litter      - leftover food       - leaves/grass    - cooking oil    - seasonings     

- any other materials you would like to add     - containers and spoons to mix all of the materials 

Directions: 

1. Get into groups of 2 for this lab activity.   

2. Follow the instructors modeling and cut off the top portion of your 2 liter bottle. 

3. Go outside and collect as much pollution materials (dirt, sand, trash, old food…) as possible and 

put into your 2 liter bottle. 

4. When you come back inside add cooking oil, seasonings, and some water from your water bottle 

as well and shake up or stir the materials in your bottle. 

5. Now pour the rest of the water in your bottle out and use the scissors to cut off the bottom part 

of your water bottle as modeled by your instructor. 

6. You will now use the water filtration materials provided to you to create your own water 

filtration system by placing the materials in your water bottle.  You can place the filtration 

materials in any order you like.  Remember your goal is to have the best water filtration system 

out of all of the groups! 

7. We will now test your water filtration systems by placing and holding one of the clear plastic 

cups on a table while one partner holds the water filtration bottle.  The other partner will pour 

the polluted water materials into the water filtration bottle.  Get the cup at least  

8. You have just created your own water filtration system!  Your instructor will judge the 

cleanliness of each group’s water and choose the winning group. 
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Lab Analysis Questions: 

1. What did you do to the water quality as you added more pollution materials?    

             

2. How does this negatively affect organisms?        

             

3. What advantage do human beings have over aquatic organisms?     

             

4. What did you observe that your water filtration system did to the water?    

             

5. How would you improve your water filtration system?       

             

6. Research and write down 3 water borne diseases/illnesses.       

             

7. Research and write down how these water borne illnesses affect organisms.    

            

            

             

8. How did your water filtration system help organisms?       

             

9. If you are in charge of a clean water project in a second or third world country, explain how you 

would go about cleaning the water supply so that the people in this country would have clean 

water to drink and use for other vital needs. 

 


